
Before you start: This paper assumes at least a working knowledge of the Getting Things Done methodology
as well as a properly functioning version of Microsoft Excel (Or Apple Numbers) on your computer.

Introduction
Microsoft Excel is a tool that works well with Getting Things Done (GTD). After all, itʼs 
designed to organise information⎯and so is GTD!

If our primary aim is to be able to define projects and record actions, then Excel enables 
you to get started with GTD very quickly. 

Mind you, the Excel software is so feature-rich that it allows you to program a wide range 
of useful features. In researching this paper I came across an Excel template for GTD 
written in 2002 with an 8-page help guide! 

I can only imagine how Excel got bigger and better since then, offering further 
opportunities to get clever in terms of GTD. But Iʼll stay away from this here, because in 
essence I find that this isnʼt necessary from the outset. Iʼm just very conscious of how 
much time it takes to fiddle with software tools so wonʼt advocate this route to a broad 
audience unless I have to!

Key principles of this Guide
So my key principles in writing this document are twofold:

• Simplicity
Iʼd want all GTD practitioners to be able to grasp how to use the software for GTD 
without having to study manuals or recalibrate their computer system.

• Speed
In the same vein, Iʼd want GTD practitioners to be able to get started with Excel in 
minutes (rather than hours or even days).

Simplicity and speed, of course, come at a price, and in this case thatʼs functionality. The 
implementation described here wonʼt be as functionally rich as some of the other ones out 
there. But then again⎯this is a Beginnerʼs Guide.

When to consider Excel
Itʼs worth considering Excel when for instance:

• Youʼre ready to move on from a paper-based GTD implementation to an electronic 
one, e.g., in order cut down on writing time or make daily backups of your data easily.

• You work with Excel extensively anyways so youʼre already familiar with it.
• You either have a tablet or other mobile device that runs Excel, or you simply donʼt 

need to have access to Excel when youʼre on the go.
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A note on Appleʼs equivalent of Excel: Numbers
The spreadsheet software alluded to here is Microsoft Excel. But similar guidelines apply 
to Appleʼs equivalent called Numbers. In fact, the screen shots in this whitepaper are 
produced with Numbers on a Macintosh computer. The principles are similar.

Getting started
The most fundamental GTD aspects that I would recommend you implement in Excel are 
Actions and Projects. 

As youʼll be aware, GTD is very much an action-driven methodology. And actions are very 
much tied to projects, the exceptions being the simple and unrelated actions⎯which can 
be turned around literally within a couple of minutes. These are completed in isolation.

So Iʼd want to see a list of projects and the various project-related actions represented in 
Excel.

• My recommendation is to create a separate ʻtabʼ (worksheet) in your spreadsheet for 
each project.

• The tabs are ordered alphabetically so that projects can be identified easily.
• The suggested default projects are: Read & Review, Some Day / Maybe, Personal 

Development, Learning GTD, and Family & Friends.
• New projects are created (or removed, when finished) as and when required.
• Actions are then listed on the worksheet of their corresponding project.
• Completed actions can be removed or crossed out from the worksheet, depending on  

personal preference.

The example below shows a list of seven projects which are each listed on a separate 
worksheet:
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Two actions of the first project (Project “Alpha”) are marked down with an @-sign as a 
ʻnext actionʼ; one action is marked as completed; one is delegated to someone else 
(John).

This in my mind is the most elementary GTD set-up, and sufficient to make a gentle start 
with GTD without letting technology get in the way.

What is missing in the initial set-up?
One may argue that some of the hallmark features of GTD are not included in this initial 
set up, such as:

• Context
Recording action attributes such as Estimate To Complete and Location can be 
helpful in prioritising work. Considering oneʼs whereabouts and time available at a 
given point can then be used to select the optimal set of actions to focus on. 

For instance, a person who is travelling without access to the internet and with 20ʻ of 
time available, could decide to place four calls that were estimated earlier to take 5ʻ 
each. This would imply a productive use of the slot available.

In my view working with time estimates implies a more sophisticated use of GTD, and 
I wouldnʼt advice novice users to get entangled in this. Expecting people to make 
reliable time-estimates and act accordingly is not as straightforward as it seems.

ʻMerelyʼ drawing up project lists, capturing actions, and keeping the system updated 
already is a massive leap forward for many individuals. So my focus would be there.

• Next actions
Itʼs fair to assume that over time the projects action lists get potentially pretty 
elaborate. So failure to choose ʻnext actionsʼ in advance will defer the selection 
process, causing a certain overhead when the person is supposed to be doing things, 
rather than thinking about what to do. 

My advice is to highlight ʻnext actionsʼ in some way during the GTD Organising and 
Weekly Review phases, e.g. by prefixing them with an @-sign. The example shown 
earlier in fact caters for this.

Similarly, delegated actions can be marked by adding the personʼs name in a 
separate column, as shown earlier as well.

Further reading: If youʼre keen to know more about Excel for GTD
Here is a pretty elaborate resource (I havenʼt verified whether itʼs still accurate) in case 
youʼd like to know more.

Thatʼs it for now, I hope this whitepaper is of any value to you!     Best wishes, Luc
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